
Your guests arrive 
with the expectation 
of felling like home



TV Services  

A Sales Manager requires to send an urgent report 
aft er his daily meetings...

Parents want to rest watching some of their favourite 
TV programs while their kids get on-line with the 
tablet...

A tourist aft er walking around all day wants to check 
the news from his home country...

All these guests have something in common. 
They require advanced audiovisual services so their 
experience is remember with total satisfaction.

Will they fi nd what they are looking for?



AudiovisuAl solutions for Hotels



Audiovisual Services

Make your guests feel like at home

Televes is a leading developer and manufacturer of audiovisual services 

specially designed for the Hospitality industry.



Audiovisual Services



We have entered 

a new Television era. 

The hotel must give access to their 

guests to their favourite content in 

any location and at any time, using 

wired or wireless networks. 

The entertainment offer can reach 

the hotel via DTT or Satellite 

Television, Telecom operator, IPTV 

service provider, OTT or VOD.

Independently from the reception 

mode, it has to be personalized for 

each guest including own content 

related to the Property.

Interactive 
TV services 
For the new 
Generation



Personalized
content



TV Services  TV Services  TV Services  

IPTV has become the term used to 

described the TV services supplied via a 

data network.

In some occasions these channels are 

received as part of a wider service 

via a Telecom operator that includes 

internet, however, this is not the only 

possible case.

With the Televes solutions you will 

be able to distribute the channel list 

required by your property in a flexible 

and personalized manner.

IPTV

This service allows the hotel to include TV 
channels which content is defi ned by the 
hotel management or marketing team: 
CCTV cameras, web pages, presentations, 
promotional videos, … 

The Televes Headends will be able to 
transform the audio/video signals (analogue 
or digital) into High Defi nition TV channels for 
its distribution as conventional TV channels or 
as data services.

This will create a new information channel 
that will allow you to advertise events, 
promote your hotel or simply off er your 
guests external live images.

Make the hotel TVs 

become personalized 

information points

Own content
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AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS

WELCOME
Idet quidiis consuliciam. Morum adductu cultiam sa quo in sulium 
idii isse cont.
Optiora volium pore fac oculisqua die nem iurnum se, diem hosultum 
ade te conum telina, nerce cut C. Batique pubistatusa quo abit furbit 
verce quam con ta, fere norat vis hor audermantiu ete publiae cons 
co cepopub licatus villabunu condam, quam dio, qui tam redemperfi t 
ac ventifex morum vatis fore inclus loctuid dit, tem sestrum, ne culvis, 
vitium fi rmis cus eridicam recerox

INTERNACIONAL 
RESTAURANT 
Idet quidiis consuliciam. Morum adductu cultiam sa quo in sulium idii isse cont.
Optiora volium pore fac oculisqua die nem iurnum se, diem hosultum ade te 
conum telina, nerce cut C. Batique pubistatusa quo abit furbit verce quam con 
ta, fere norat vis hor audermantiu ete publiae cons co cepopub licatus

SPA
Idet quidiis consuliciam. Morum adductu cultiam sa quo in 
sulium idii isse cont.
Optiora volium pore fac oculisqua die nem iurnum se, diem hosul-
tum ade te conum telina, nerce cut C. Batique pubistatusa quo abit 
furbit verce quam con ta, fere norat vis hor audermantiu ete p

Myriad Hotel *****
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TV Services  

Transform your hotel in a supplier 

of on-demand audiovisual content, 

convert each television into a content 

library that increases the quality and 

profitability of your Property

VOD will allow your guest to select content from a 
catalogue that is updated periodically. It is a library 
where you will fi nd multiple content. The Arantia 
VOD server provides the tool that allows the viewing 
of the most recent available content. Arranged by 
genders, with Full HD quality and totally interactive 
allows the guest to pause and continue the viewing 
at any time so he is always in control of what to 
watch and when to watch it.

VoD - OTT

TV Services  
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AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS
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TV Services  TV Services  

In the new TV era any audiovisual 

content can be displayed 

personalized to each guest in their TV 

room, mobile device or in the Digital 

Signage screens available in the 

common areas of the hotel. 

On Demand TV

TV Services  

The DTT off ered in the rooms can be 
distributed in a conventional way (same 
as in a master antenna installation) or via 
processing headends. The TV headends can 
distribute the DTT services re-constructing 
the signal received in the antenna. By 
doing so the TV signal that is available in 
the installation of the hotel posses a much 
higher robustness and quality than when 
received.

Receive the DTT channels in 
every TV in the same way that 
you would do at home

DTT CHANNELS

HD Television

The best TV offer regardless the TV 

installed in your room

Content filtering for DTT channels
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AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS

The multiple origin of your guests as well as the diversity in ages 
and preferences requires for the off er of TV channels to be very 
diverse in content, languages and easily adaptable.

Channel offer very diverse on content, languages 
an easy to customize to the property requirements

Satellite TV channels

International TV channels as per your requirement 

and in original format

Channel list tailor made for your guests preferences 

Without the need to retune the TVs

CHANNEL  LANGUAGE THEME SAT./FREQ.  FREQUENCY

CNBC Europe Economy
Finances

ASTRA 19.2º E 11597V  TP 26BBC World News News

Bloomberg Economy
Finances

TV5 Monde Europe General ASTRA 19.2º E 11538V  TP 76

France 24 Information ASTRA 19.2º E 11538V  TP 76

CCTV Français General ASTRA 19.2º E 11538V  TP 76

Rai 1 General HOR BIRD 13º E 10992V  TP 124

Rai 2 General HOR BIRD 13º E 10992V  TP 124

Rai 3 Cultural HOR BIRD 13º E 10992V  TP 124

Rai News Information HOR BIRD 13º E 10992V  TP 124

ZDF General ASTRA 19.2º E 11954H  TP 77

ZDF info Information ASTRA 19.2º E 11954H  TP 77

3 SAT Cultural ASTRA 19.2º E 11954H  TP 77

KI.KA Kids ASTRA 19.2º E 11954H  TP 77

RTL General ASTRA 19.2º E 12226H  TP 91

Viva Music ASTRA 19.2º E 12226H  TP 91

Vox General ASTRA 19.2º E 12226H  TP 91

Euronews Information ASTRA 19.2º E 12226H  TP 91

Eurosport Sports ASTRA 19.2º E 12226H  TP 91
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TV Services  

14 SOLUCIONES AUDIOVISUALES PARA HOTELES

A robust, flexible and reliable data 

network, regardless if you want 

to invest in the latest generation 

of fibre optics high speed internet 

networks or if you want to use your 

existing coaxial network not to 

have to undergo additional works in 

the hotel.

The Televes solutions for internet 

access and data distribution offer 

all guarantees for the control and 

security of the users.

High capacity data 
networks

Architecture



AudiovisuAl solutions for Hotels

CONNETION
Fast and secure



TV Services  TV Services  DATA NETWORK

Fast and secure 
access to any data 
services

Increases the requirement to design high capacity 
and speed networks able to accommodate the use 
of last generation audiovisual services that require 
high bandwidth requirements, as Ultrafast Internet, 
Ultra HD TV or OTT and VOD download/streaming 
amongst others.

When the requirement is so high, only an 
infrastructure based on fi bre optics can guarantee 
an outstanding service.

Furthermore, the FibreData by Televes allows the 
off ering of Triple play or Quad Play solutions tailor 
made for the requirements of your property.

The ultra fast access to internet 

services is increasing exponentially. 

The guests carry at all times tablets 

and smart phones with applications 

and content that consume important 

network resources. Hotels required 

a robust, reliable and flexible 

infrastructure that can support 

the high demand on the network. 

Televes offers tailor made solutions, 

GPON technology to implement fibre 

optics networks as well as coaxdata 

solution for those who require to 

add data transmission to their existing 

coaxial TV network.

INTERNET Fibre optics networks
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AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS

Coaxial cable has enough capacity to off er 
the traditional services of TV and high speed 
internet. It is, in fact, an infrastructure that 
supports audiovisual services to off er your 
guests the entertainment they request in your 
hotel, in Television sets as well as in tablets and 
smart phones.

The current internet use is linked to wireless 
technologies. The WiFi networks are tools for the 
own management of the hotel and a formula for the 
accessing of services by the client. These networks 
require an eff icient management of resources and 
a dynamic traff ic optimization. The devices that 
generates them must be confi gurable and eff icient 
access points, where the emission power needs to be 
a parameter to take into consideration.

COAXIAL networks Efficient Wifi Points

Wireless efficient, responsible 

and secure access points

17 



Arantia DS allows the simple and 

dynamic edition of the content 

to be displayed. The result is a 

tool that enhances the hotel 

services as well as creates an 

advertisement platform highly 

profitable.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE

One look, one message



AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS

One look, one message



TV Services  TV Services  DIGITAL SIGNAGE

Attractive, flexible and 
tailor made information 
and advertisement 
system that can be made 
available at any point 
of your Property.

Arantia DS allows to deliver to the 

Guest advertisement messages with 

a high audiovisual quality, affecting 

the final impact and therefore the 

profitability of the investment. 

DS
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AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELSAUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS

Content management

Programming and display

Content Selection

Access via web based administration tool

Digital Signage reduces the necessity of printing material, allows for the content 
always to be updated and facilitates the possibilities of changes. 

The Arantia DS solution is confi gured via a web interfaz. The programming of the 
service requires for the multimedia content (videos, images, IPTV channels, …) to be 
loaded and classifi ed depending on profi les using templates that are extremely user 
friendly. As a last step we will have to program in time how we want for the content 
and fi nal layout to be displayed on the screens.

DS server and DS player are the 2 basic hardware elements of the system. The fi rst 
one allows for confi guring the content and the second one delivers it to the TV screen 
alongside any other services (IPTV, VOD)

Advertising for your property
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A specific technological 
solution tailor made for 
your Property.
An infrastructure 
solution designed 
just with your hotel in mind 
These advanced audiovisual solutions can be deployed 

at your property with the leading manufacturer of 

Telecommunications infrastructure in Spain, with a wide 

experience in different types of hotels worldwide.

Televes offers you experience 
and knowledge





FIBREDATA

Compact, reliable and simple devices for 

the distribution of Multiple-Play services 

as such as High Speed Internet, VoIP, 

802.11AC WiFi, Video (IPTV and/or RF overlay) 

by using GPON technology.

ONT receiver

The Fibredata system range provides the distribution 
of all the services required by your property by fi bre 
optics, allowing the adaptation of all the advantages of the 
fi bre to the particularities of your requirements.

Communications and audiovisual 
entertainment in your property 
at the speed of light

Televes Solutions and systems
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AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS

Optical transmitter

OLT 512 Head Station

For the data transmission Fiberdata uses 2 main 
elements, OLT and ONT, that work as connection 
points between the services provider and the 
fi nal user.
The optical RF overlay transmitters are in charge 
of transforming the Television signal into optical 
signal for fi bre distribution

25 
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Data networks without civil 
work using the coaxial cable.

Coaxdata is a system that uses the existing 

coaxial cable to distribute data. For this reason 

it is a system that does not require expensive 

installations that are prolonged in time. 

If the TV services are distributed correctly via the coaxial 
network, Coaxdata will also do the same with the data 
network being in most cases a plug&play procedure.
Furthermore, the MyNet Wifi  allows generating access 
points adapted to the requirements of the hotel. COAXDATA GATEWAY

Master coaxdata

Televes Solutions and systems

COAXDATA

26 
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AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS

Internet in all rooms

Without civil work, coaxdata does not require complicated 

renovations

Ease of configuration

High speed 1GBPs

Integration of TV and internet services in coaxial networks

Signal extension without the need for amplification

Possibility to create segmented networks by users

Network monitoring WITH Access control application

A system with multiple advantages

Reduce the level of exposure to electromagnetic waves.
The most responsible internet connection

Create micro areas of internet access improving 
the eff iciency of the connected users.
The most efficient internet connection

Reduces the range of reach to avoid that unwanted 
third parties access the network.
The most secure internet connection

The MyNetWifi  technology by Televes allows to configure 
your access point in low power which allows:

27 



T.0X is a series of modules that allows to capture 
and generate all type of TV signals to adapt them 
to your needs and transmit them over the coaxial 
network.

Convert any input format (TVSAT, DTT, IPTV) in 
DTT conventional channels. Furthermore, for the 
creation of internal TV channels T.0X has a range of 
encoders/modulators that transform audio/video 
signals in DTT channels.

Cold Technology 
and efficient consumption
Minimal power consumption technology without need 
for maintenance, it makes our system the best ally to 
reach the highest profi tability for your installation.

Remote configuration in Real time
With the management unit the system can be 
controlled and maintained remotely.

By doing so the maintenance job becomes easy and 
economical, reducing on-site visits and costs.

Management Applications
Tsuite is the application that connects the installer or 
property technical team with the Headend. 

By using a mobile device (tablet, smartphone, …) 
the management and confi guration of the Headend 
becomes an easy and quick task.

TV channels using the coaxial network

T.0X Headend

Management 
Unit

TRANSMODULAtOR ENCODER/ 
MODULAtOR

Convert any audiovisual service in TV signal, 
adaptable to the requirements 
of your hotel and guests.

TV Headends

A worldwide recognised system 
The largest TV operators use our system.
Only the best Headend is able to pass the most strict reliability 
tests that are required by Operators around the World.

Televes Solutions and systems
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AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS

The Arantia Headends deliver audiovisual services to the TVs 
via a data network requiring a STB receiver (in-built or external) 
at the TV level. Same as the coaxial solution these systems 
also convert any input format (TVSAT, DTT, IPTV) into a stream 
that can be received by the TV. To this service we can add VOD 
(Video on Demand) that converts each TV into a videoclub with 
the capacity to generate revenue for your property.

Flexibility
Wide range of modules to provide services for every 
and any kind of need.

Personalization
Menus fully adaptable to the Corporate Image of the Hotel 
Operator and the specifi c requirements of the Property.

Internet Access
Our STB can be used as an access point for the enjoyment 
of internet and other interactive services.

Transcoder
Live or VOD channels can be managed by the adaptive 
transcoder to allow using Wireless smart devices 
(tablets, smart phones, …) as the viewing point for 
audiovisual services.

Interactive TV via the data network

IPTV Set Top Box

HE-21 IPTV Headend

IPTV Middleware

AV/HDMI-IP Encoder

VOD Server

29 
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The Arantia Digital Signage system is a powerful 

tool that allows to display high quality 

content in the Hotel Digital Signage Screens. 

All the provided services are configured via a 

centralised web based application.

Hardware and Soft ware combination for remote 
managing the system by using simple menus and 
attractive templates, where our Chronos STB not 
only delivers IPTV services if not also works as the 
DS player for Totems and Screens.

SET TOP BOX

DS Totem

Digital Signage Server

The most agile tool 
for managing and distributing 
the Digital Signage requirements 
of your property

ARANTIA DS

Televes Solutions and systems
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AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS

Flexible and cost effective architecture: 
The Televes DS system uses the STB as player allowing to have 
both the IPTV and DS services integrated in only one device. This 
results in an important cost saving and increase in fl exibility.

Easy to use Management software: 
Application via which you can create, manage and distribute the 
content through the system. To facilitate the administrator task 
there is a library of templates to match the diff erent requirements 
of your property.

This platform allows the management of users and groups, as well 
as the control of devices, content and events.

Multiple formats: 
Capacity to integrate in the system the most commonly used 
multimedia formats used.
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The advantages you will fi nd are multiple and these will help to increase 
the quality of your property.

It will guarantee guest satisfaction since he will fi nd services in line with 
his nationality, preferences and uses. You will be able to off er high speed 
secure internet access so he can continue working or just for him to 
enjoy a high quality connection.

The hotel will increase its profi tability since the improvement of the 
current services will be done via equipment remotely confi gurable, 
of low consumption and with a qualifi ed and close assistance. 
Furthermore, all the services that you deliver to your Guest act as an 
important promotion for your Premises and Brand. Your hotel will 
also be highly valued by its attractive channel list on off er, HD content, 
reliable high speed internet connection.

There are many hotels worldwide that have trusted 

Televes and its Multimedia Solutions.

You can also become 
a part of this selective club.

The Televes Solutions facilitate 
the adaptation of the hotel 
to the current and future audiovisual 
requirements.

A Technology solution ready 
for any type of installation



SOLUCIONES AUDIOVISUALES PARA HOTELESSOLUCIONES AUDIOVISUALES PARA HOTELES

HOTEL PALACIO DE LUCES, COLUNGA (ASTURIAS)

HOTEL ARAGÜANEY, SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA

PARADOR DE CAMBADOS (PONTEVEDRA)

BALNEARIO DE MONDARIZ (PONTEVEDRA)

HOTEL LOUXO, A TOXA (PONTEVEDRA)

HOTEL REAL, SANTANDER

GRAN HOTEL LAKUA, VITORIA

HOTEL PUENTE COLGANTE, PORTUGALETE (BIZKAIA)

HOTEL CARLTON, BILBAO

HOTEL VIURA, VILLANUEVA DE ÁLAVA

HOTEL FENICIA IBIZAHOTEL FENICIA IBIZA

PALMA DE MALLORCAPALMA DE MALLORCA

HOTEL MARRIOTTHOTEL MARRIOTT

HOTEL CUPIDO

HOTEL  CATALONIA MAJORICAHOTEL  CATALONIA MAJORICA

HOTEL GRAN CAMP DE MAR

HOTEL FLAMINGO

HOTEL NEPTUNO

HOTEL FERRERA BLANCA

HOTEL PLAYA MAR

HOTEL GOLDEN TAURUS  PINEDA DE MAR (BARCELONA)

HOTEL ACAPULCO LLORET DE MAR  (GIRONA)

HOTEL 1898  (BARCELONA)

HOTEL JAZZ  (BARCELONA)

HOTEL CATALONIA BERNA (BARCELONA)

HOTEL U 232  (BARCELONA)

HOTEL VELA  (BARCELONA)

OHLA (BARCELONA)OHLA (BARCELONA)

TRAVELODGE (BARCELONA)TRAVELODGE (BARCELONA)

OLIVIA BALMES (BARCELONA)OLIVIA BALMES (BARCELONA)

REINA ISABEL (BULL HOTEL) 

HOTEL DORADO BEACH (BULL HOTEL)

HOTEL EUGENIA VICTORIA (BULL HOTEL)

HOTEL RIU GRAN CANARIA

RESIDENCIAL MONTE CARRERA

HOTEL ESCORIAL(BULL HOTEL)

TENERIFE

HOTEL VILLA CORTÉS

HOTEL SHERATON LA CALETA RESORT & SPAHOTEL SHERATON LA CALETA RESORT & SPA

HOTEL APARTAMENTOS CLUB ATLANTIS HOVIMA HOTEL APARTAMENTOS CLUB ATLANTIS HOVIMA 

HOTEL PERLA GRIS 

GRAND HOTEL QUISIANA (CAPRI)

CASTA DIVA RESORT (LAGO DI COMO)

HOTEL PANORAMAHAUS (AUSTRIA)

HOTEL MARQUÉS DE LA ENSENADA (VALLADOLID)

HOTEL ALAMEDA PALACE (SALAMANCA) 

HOTEL WESTIN PALACE (MADRID)

HOTEL VILLA MAGNA (MADRID)

HOTEL HOLIDAY INN (MADRID)

HOTEL NH EUROBUILDING (MADRID)

HOTEL HESPERIA (MADRID)

PARADOR DE ALARCÓNPARADOR DE ALARCÓN

PARADOR DE CUENCAPARADOR DE CUENCA

EMIRATOS ÁRABES UNIDOSEMIRATOS ÁRABES UNIDOS

SOUTHERN SUN HOTEL DUBAISOUTHERN SUN HOTEL DUBAI

BELSHALAT HOTEL DUBAIBELSHALAT HOTEL DUBAI

MOVENPICK HOTEL DUBAIMOVENPICK HOTEL DUBAI

PARK RESIDENCE HOTEL DUBAIPARK RESIDENCE HOTEL DUBAI

EVA HOTEL DUBAI

FUJAIRAH MARINE HOTEL

BARACUDA BEACH RESORT

PEARL HOTEL DUBAI

AL BUSTAN HOTEL

AL BUTEEN TOWER HOTEL

KHAIRAN RESORTS – KUWAIT

SAFIR AL BASTAKI SUITES HOTEL – KUWAIT

SWISS BELL HOTEL – BAHRAIN

HORIZON MANOR HOTEL, DOHA JABR BIN MOHD ST, DOHA 

DOHA SEEF HOTEL, AL MUTHAF STREET, DOHA - QATAR 

RETAJ ROYALE AL MEENA STREET, OLD SALATA - QATAR 

DUNES HOTEL WEST BAY, DAFNA, DOHA - QATAR  

AL SEEF HOTEL AL BESHAIRIYA ST, DOHA - QATAR  

RETAJ AL RAYYAN HOTEL WEST BAY, DAFNA, DOHA - QATAR 

AL SAAD HOTELSALWA RESORT

AL SHAREEF HOTEL NEAR AIRPORT, DOHA - QATARAL SHAREEF HOTEL NEAR AIRPORT, DOHA - QATAR

GEORGE II HOTEL BIN MAHMOUD, DOHA - QATARGEORGE II HOTEL BIN MAHMOUD, DOHA - QATAR

HOTEL, DOHA JABR BIN MOHD ST, DOHA  - QATARHOTEL, DOHA JABR BIN MOHD ST, DOHA  - QATAR

DOHA SEEF HOTEL,AL MUTHAF STREET, DOHA - QATARDOHA SEEF HOTEL,AL MUTHAF STREET, DOHA - QATAR

RETAJ ROYALE AL MEENA STREET, OLD SALATA - QATARRETAJ ROYALE AL MEENA STREET, OLD SALATA - QATAR

DUNES HOTEL WEST BAY, DAFNA, DOHA - QATARDUNES HOTEL WEST BAY, DAFNA, DOHA - QATAR

AL SEEF HOTEL AL BESHAIRIYA ST, DOHA - QATARAL SEEF HOTEL AL BESHAIRIYA ST, DOHA - QATAR

RETAJ AL RAYYAN HOTEL WEST BAY, DAFNA, DOHA - QATARRETAJ AL RAYYAN HOTEL WEST BAY, DAFNA, DOHA - QATAR

AL SAAD HOTEL - QATAR

SALWA RESORT - QATAR

AL SHAREEF HOTEL NEAR AIRPORT, DOHA - QATAR

GEORGE II HOTEL BIN MAHMOUD, DOHA - QATAR

KHAIRAN RESORTS KUWAIT

SAFIR AL BASTAKI SUITES HOTEL KUWAIT

SWISS BELL HOTEL BAHRAIN

JUMAIRAH BEACH RESIDENCE (JBH) DUBAI - UAE

OASIS HOTEL APARTMENT DUBAI - UAE

GLORIA HOTEL DUBAI - UAE

TOWERS ROTANA- SHAIK ZAID ROAD DUBAI - UAE

DUBAI - UAE

SAHARI VILLAGE- HYATT GROUP DUBAI - UAE

AL HAMRA HOTEL SHARJAH - UAE

ROTANA ALKHUWAIR MUSCAT - OMAN

SUR PLAZA HOTEL SUR - OMAN

AL WADI HOTEL SOHAR - OMAN

BAGHDAD HOTEL BAGHDAD - IRAQ

BABYLON HOTEL BAGHDAD - IRAQ

BAGHDAD INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT VIP HOTEL BAGHDAD 

KADEMIA PALACE 1 & 2 HOTEL BAGHDAD - IRAQ

AL  SHARQ AL AWSAT HOTEL KARBALA - IRAQ

AL  HARITH HOTEL KARBALA - IRAQ

ATLAS HOTEL KARBALA - IRAQ

ZAMZAM  HOTEL NAJAF - IRAQ

AL PASHA  HOTEL BASRA - IRAQ

ROTANA HOTEL NASERIAH  CITY - IRAQ

HOTEL OÁSIS SALINAS SEA - CABO VERDE



TV Services  

Televes is the European leading manufacturer for the 
development of Telecommunications infrastructures in buildings 

and homes. With more than 50 years experience and products 
installed in more than 100 countries, Televes off ers you the 

technological solution to integrate television, internet and data 
services eff iciently in your property.

We develop and manufacture the solutions that we proposed, 
which is a guarantee of quality and service at your disposal, 

an added bonus to make sure that reality exceeds your 
expectations.

Televes guarantees the quality 
of the personalized off er that we provide because we control 
each one of the parameters of the infrastructure, from design, 

manufacturing, installation and aft er-sale support.



AudiovisuAl solutions for Hotels



They left with the conviction 
to repeat the experience

televescorporation    televes.com    televes@televes.com
100% Designed, Developed & Manufactured in Televes Corporation
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